
This sacrifice won‘t fade away 

I sometimes feel so privileged to have some spare time after school, when I can carelessly sit on a bench 

and watch strangers. I love how lively the park is: small kids and their grandparents are enjoying the 

beautiful weather, teenagers, just like me, resting after school and of course adults, rushing home after 

work.  I catch myself thinking that life a few decades ago was very different from the one I am used to.  It 

seems out of this world that nearly seventy years ago my peers had sacrificed their lives for the 

independency of our homeland. 

I wonder if those tiny kids would be the same at the time of occupation. I hardly imagine their joyful 

laughter, echoing through the park. Rather their faint cry, while packing various stuff, after discovering the 

relation between their families and partisans. Or would they be smart enough not to dispense the partisans 

to KGB officers and spies, masqueraded as partisans. Would they be broken-hearted seeing their older 

relatives, in the middle of the darkest night, heading to the nearest forest to join the fight against the 

totalitarian nation? Would they? 

I wonder if my classmates, driving lavish cars, bought t by parent, would sacrifice personal happiness for 

the sake of independence of Lithuania. Would they be the ones resisting or the ones helping the occupants, 

taking pictures of dead bodies? Would they give up during the ambush or bravely die fighting with a prayer 

in their hearts and hope that their death and the tears of their mothers are not worthless. Even though we 

know a lot about the resistance, it is hard to imagine how terrifying it was in real life.  

I wonder if adults still remember those bed time stories about partisans and songs, sang by their 

grandmothers.  Growing up in socialism, it was forbidden to talk about the resistance, partisans used to be 

called names. The Soviet Union intentionally tried to make the younger generation to forget that partisans 

existed, however they failed miserably. Even though adults know the history it‘s fairly questionable if these 

grown-up men would fight nowadays? Or would they rather keep silently living their conformist lives? 

I wonder if the older generation still remembers the fight against the Soviet Union. My grandmother still 

remembers how frightening it was to come home from forest where they were hiding from the red army. 

They would find heads of poultries lying around, smashed windows, desolated houses.  My grandfather, 

who was deported to Syberia, has upheld a songbook, written by partisans. Oh, how heart warming it is. 

The purest feelings of gratitude and appreciation, love and kindness, patriotism and devotion are 

eternalized. Our grandparents, who survived those horrible times are the heritage of partisans and their 

moral believes, which are fading away as materialism takes over. 

I sometimes feel scared that the memory of armed resistance is fading away, that the blood spilled is 

becoming worthless. The thought of sacrifice becoming a matter of fact breaks my heart. It seems to me 

that people fail to understand how those fights are tremendously big part of our national identity. My 

pessimism is destroyed where civil initiatives start: various walking-tours through partisans’ routes, 

partisans song contest, jubilees near memorials. The bravery and wish of partisans to live in the 

independent country remained up till now. The draftees were not needed simply because the number of 

volunteers overcame all the expectations. That reflects how young people value the independence and   if 

needed, they would fight for Lithuania with as much fierceness and devotion as partisans a few decades 

ago did. They left us not only our national mentality but a wish to be free and independent, too. Small 

things, that have a noble idea won‘t let to forget the ones, who died fighting. This sacrifice won‘t fade away 



as long as Lithuanians will maintain the moral values and value those people, who gave their lives for our 

freedom. 
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